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Summary 

Artificial	neural	networks	powering	AI	are	snowballing	with	blistering	speed.	The	
game-changing	technology	is	flipping	the	script	on	how	we	look	at	occupations,	
skill	needs,	and	organizational	efficiency.	Equipped	with	skills	previously	available	
only	to	humans,	learning	algorithms	are	infusing	the	workplace	and	upending	how	
people	work.

The	rise	of	AI	is	changing	key	in-demand	skills,	according	to	64%	of	HR	manag-
ers	surveyed	in	the	latest	TalentLMS research.	To	map	out	the	sought-after	skills	of	
the	future,	the	TalentLMS	research	team	surveyed	HR	managers	from	companies	
across	the	U.S.	and	examined	their	views	on	the	shifting	landscape,	the	looming	
skills	gap,	and	AI’s	impact	on	the	workplace.	What’s	more,	the	research	unpacks
12	hard-hitting	skills	for	the	tech-driven	future.	

This	research	report	sets	out	to	create	new	visibility	into	the	skills	of	the	future,	
and	help	professionals	and	organizations	navigate	the	increasing	velocity	of	AI	
adoption.	In	it,	you’ll	find	data-based	insights	that	will	help	you	get	more	clarity,	
and	eliminate	guesswork	on	how	to	prep	for	the	next	phase	of	AI-infused	work.	
Moreover,	you’ll	get	actionable	advice	on	how	to	rock	the	AI	future	with	L&D,	and	
unlock	new	skillsets,	toolsets,	and	mindsets.

Finally,	to	help	professionals	increase	agility	and	act	on	research	insights,	the
report	includes	a	framework	for	assessing	the	proficiency	of	skills	that	emerged	
as	the	most	essential.	You’ll	find	ready-to-use	templates	for	skills	assessment	
in	the	last	section	of	the	report.

SK ILL S 	FO R	SU CCES S 	 IN 	THE	A I - D R IVEN	FU T U RE

https://www.talentlms.com/research
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1. Hard-hitting skills
    for an AI era
Frontier	tech	is	changing	the	landscape	of	ca-
pabilities	and	competencies	that	drive	organi-
zations	and	people	forward.	This	new	landscape	
is	the	main	focus	of	the	TalentLMS	research,	
examined	through	the	lens	of	the	new	in-de-
mand	skills.	

The	research	centers	around	four	skill	clusters:	
digital,	interpersonal,	cognitive,	and	self-man-
agement	skills.	Aiming	to	examine	universal	skill	
sets	that	are	broadly	applicable,	our	research	
didn’t	touch	upon	role-specific	skills.	Instead,	
it	took	a	wider	perspective,	to	uncover	insights	
relevant	to	the	workforce	across	the	board.	In	a	
nutshell,	the	figure	below	shows	the	12	hard-hit-
ting	skills	HR	managers	predict	will	be	essential	
in	the	AI	era.	

HARD - HIT T IN G	SK ILL S 	FO R	AN	A I 	ER A
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Digital skills
TOP-RATED: 
1. Using AI Tools  

2. Digital Literacy  

3. Digital Enablement

Digital	skills	will	be	important	in	a	new	work-
place	shaped	by	AI	and	automation,	65%	of	
surveyed	HR	managers	think.	And	using AI tools 
is	the	top-ranked	digital	skill.	This	ability	includes	
a	wide	spectrum	of	use	cases,	including	navi-
gation	of	AI-powered	systems,	familiarity	with	
AI	interfaces,	and	usage	of	game-changing,	
generative	AI.	

Proficiency	in	using	AI	tools	is	expected	to	unlock	
tremendous	possibilities	in	lifting	productivity	
and	efficiency,	driving	innovation,	refining	the	
decision-making	process,	and	much	more.

Digital	literacy	and	digital	enablement,	the	first	
and	the	second	runner-up	digital	skill,	are	inter-
twined	but	distinct,	each	contributing	to	a	differ-
ent	aspect	of	digital	transformation.
Digital literacy	involves	manipulating	comput-
erized	information	and	digital	use	tools,	plat-
forms,	and	systems.	Digital enablement	is	about	
choosing	the	right	technology	so	that	a	system,	
device,	platform,	or	tool	serves	its	purpose,	and	
creating	an	environment	where	digital	trans-
formation	can	flourish.	Both	will	be	powerhouse	
abilities	in	the	AI-infused	future,	supporting	digi-
tal-first	strategies	and	AI	adoption.

Interpersonal skills 
TOP-RATED: 
1. Active Listening 

2. Managing People

3. Creating Synergies

Online	and	offline,	we’re	surrounded	by	con-
stant	chatter,	instant	reactions,	and	an	endless	

stream	of	words	and	opinions.	But	talking	loudly	
does	not	mask	the	lack	of	thoughtfulness	and	
skills.	Data	from	our	research	reflect	this,	as	the	
key	interpersonal	skill	voted	by	HR	managers	is	
the	ability to listen. 

Talking	is	just	one	aspect	of	communication,	
and	yet	it	dominates	the	related	conversation.	
The	more	subtle	skill	of	listening	often	gets	lost	
in	the	shuffle,	despite	its	importance.	Atten-
tive	listening	builds	bonds	of	understanding	
between	people,	leading	to	an	environment	of	
trust	and	respect,	enriched	with	diverse	view-
points.	An	open	mind	and	receptiveness	are	the	
building	blocks	of	this	skill,	along	with	a	focus	
on	understanding	people	and	situations	before	

responding.	Organizations	that	are	developing 

this skill	can	benefit	from	it	on	multiple	fronts,	
from	having	exceptional	teamwork	and	smooth	
workflows,	to	building	synergistic	cultures	and	
meaningful	workplaces.	

The	runner-up	on	the	list	of	interpersonal	
skills is managing people—an	evergreen	and	
sought-after	people	skill.	Creating	harmonious	
team	environments	with	stellar	performance	
requires	a	complex	set	of	abilities	that	will	be	in	
high	demand	as	AI	takes	hold.

Moving	on,	intertwined	with	active	listening	and	
managing	people,	the	third	top-rated	people	
skill is creating synergies.	This	skill,	which	de-
scribes	how	well	people	work	together,	is	foun-
dational	for	synchronized,	cohesive,	and	agile	
teams.	Combined,	these	three	interpersonal	
skills	result	in	the	ability	to	create	a	unified	vision	
and	common	goals,	break	down	silos,	and	bring	
people,	teams,	and	stakeholders	on	the	same	
page.	And	that	will	be	a	treasured	set	of	compe-
tencies	in	an	AI-fueled	workplace.

65%	of	HR	managers	find	that	interpersonal	
skills	will	be	important	as	AI	and	automation	are	
becoming	more	prevalent	in	the	workplace.

HARD -HIT T IN G	SK ILL S 	FO R	AN	A I 	ER A

https://www.talentlms.com/library/art-of-listening-for-coaching/
https://www.talentlms.com/library/art-of-listening-for-coaching/
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Cognitive skills 
TOP-RATED:
1. Problem-Solving

2. Creativity, Originality and Imagination

3. Ability to Learn

Every	disruption	that	drives	us	forward	creates
a	new	set	of	challenges	along	the	way.	Artificial
intelligence	is	not	an	exception,	and	its	benefits
go	side-by-side	with	roadblocks.	That	may	be	
one	of	the	reasons	why	problem-solving	is	voted	
a	key	cognitive	skill	by	surveyed	HR	leaders.	As	
fast-evolving	technology	brings	new	complex-
ity	andchallenges	into	the	workplace,	problem	

solvers	who	can	design solutions	and	simplify	
this	overwhelming	complexity	will	be	highly	
prized.	Problem-solving	involves	both	analyti-
cal	and	creative	thinking,	with	the	latter	being	
featured	second	on	the	list	of	cognitive	skills	
prioritized	by	HR	pros.	Creativity, originality, 
and imagination	encompass	this	very	import-
ant	cognitive	skill,	underscoring	the	value	of	
nurturing	potential	across	both	hemispheres	
of	the	brain.	The	ability to learn	rounds	up	the	
top-voted	cognitive	skills,	unfolding	the	need	
for	an	agile	and	adaptive	mindset.	Science	

has	found	a	connection	between	memory	and	
imagination,	pinning	down	that	learning	and	
brainstorming	are	intertwined	in	our	brains.	
65% of HR managers find that cognitive skills 
will be important as AI and automation are 
spreading in the workplace.

Self-management skills 
TOP-RATED: 
1. Adaptability and Agility  

2. Decision-Making and Ownership

3. Planning and Prioritizing

From	the	early	days	of	the	human	species	to	
today’s	high-tech	civilization,	what	kept	us	alive	
and	helped	us	thrive	was	the	ability to adapt to 
new circumstances.	This	adjustment	to	an	ev-
er-changing	environment,	crucial	to	our	survival	
and	success,	is	a	skill	that	stretches	throughout	
millennia,	remaining	equally	important.	In	our	re-
search,	it	unsurprisingly	ranked	at	the	top	of	the	
list	of	self-management	skills.	

The	following	top-voted	skill	reflects	a	need	for	
finding	a	way	through	the	overwhelming	in-
formation	overload	of	the	high-tech	era.	The	
abundance	of	data	makes	it	harder	to	come	to	
conclusions	and	make	decisions.	Reaching	clarity,	
direction,	and	accountability	requires deci-
sion-making and ownership. 

Planning and prioritizing	are	rounding	the	list	
of	key	self-management	skills	in	the	new	world	
of	work.	Essential	in	translating	decisions	into	
actions,	planning	and	prioritizing	encompass-
es	the	ability	to	create	a	roadmap	for	reach-
ing	objectives	and	following	through,	while	
assessing	options	and	changing	the	course	
when	necessary.		As	AI	and	automation	are	be-
coming	more	prevalent	in	the	workplace,	60%	of	
HR	managers	think	that	self-managing	skills	will	
be	important.	

HARD -HIT T IN G	SK ILL S 	FO R	AN	A I 	ER A

https://www.talentlms.com/library/problem-solving/
https://neurosciencenews.com/imagination-neuroscience-23435/#:~:text=A%20pivotal%20region%20implicated%20in,also%20for%20imagining%20future%20ones.
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Emerging skill alert: AI fluency as 
the new must-have skill

AI	fluency	has	emerged	from	the	data	as	a	new,	
highly	prioritized	skill.	Over	half	of	HR	managers	
think	AI	literacy	is	the	new	must-have	skill	for	all	
emploees,	regardless	of	whether	they	work	in	
technical	or	non-technical	roles.	This	finding	
highlights	the	transformative	impact	of	AI,	and	
a	pressing	need	to	embrace	it.

To	stay	relevant,	employees	need	to	equip	
themselves	with	AI	literacy:	the	ability	to	un-
derstand,	interact	with,	and	leverage	AI	tech-
nologies	effectively.	This	new	skill	can	en-
able	employees	to	remain	competitive	in	the	
fast-evolving	job	market,	adapt	to	changing	
work	dynamics,	and	seize	emerging	roles	that	
require	AI	integration.	And	employers	will	ben-
efit	from	having	AI-fluent	employees,	who	can	
leverage	new	technologies	to	improve	organiza-
tional	results.	

Soft skills in focus:
The	oomph	of	human	touch

Artificial	intelligence	is	super	slick	in	producing	
efficient	results	in	the	realm	of	hard	skills.	It	zips	
through	repetitive	tasks	with	ease,	crunces	data,	
assists	in	brainstorming,	and	answers	multiple	
questions	in	a	snap.	But	know-how	from	the	
realm	of	soft	skills	remains	uniquely	human,	and	
the	TalentLMS	research	unpacked	that	their	
prominence	will	grow.

Soft	skills	enable	people	to	collaborate	well,
understand	others’	points	of	view,	adapt	to	
changes,	and	build	meaningful	relationships.
For	forward-looking	organizations,	developing	
and	refining	soft	skills	among	the	workforce	
should	be	a	priority.	

HARD -HIT T IN G	SK ILL S 	FO R	AN	A I 	ER A
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2. The looming skills gap:
     Assessing and overcoming the skills shortage
AI	is	accelerating	the	problem of missing competencies	and	skill	shortages.	The	TalentLMS	research	
confirms	this,	unveiling	that	43%	of	surveyed	HR	managers	think	their	company	will	face	a	skills	gap	
because	of	the	rise	of	AI.	

Assessing the skills gap
The	first	step	in	overcoming	the	shortage	is	to	measure	it.	Zooming	into	how	companies	tackle	this
assessment,	research	revealed	that	only	11%	of	HR	managers	are	not	measuring	skills	gaps	in	their	
companies.	

The	rest	rely	on	different	evaluation	tools	and	systems,	with	performance	reviews	being	the	most
common	one;	46%	of	HR	managers	are	using	performance	reviews	for	measuring	a	skills	gap.
Feedback	from	managers	(36%)	and	skills	gap	analysis	(34%)	follow	respectively.	Finally,	30%
of	HR	managers	already	use	AI	to	measure	skills	gaps	in	their	companies.

THE	LO O MIN G	SK ILL S 	GAP

https://www.ft.com/partnercontent/ibm/closing-the-ai-skills-gap.html
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Overcoming the skills shortage

Now	that	we’ve	seen	the	variety	of	ways	com-
panies	use	to	gauge	the	skills	shortage,	let’s	look	
at	how	they	plan	to	overcome	it.	The	following	
figure	represents	the	responses	of	HR	manag-
ers	who	said	that	they	face	a	skills	gap	in	their	
company.

Data	showed	that,	for	unlocking	the	missing	
skills,	the	majority	of	HR	managers	will	use	up-
skilling	and	reskilling	initiatives,	along	with

investing	in	AI	training	tools.	Focusing	on
in-house	talent,	35%	plan	to	use	internal	mento-
ring	and	coaching	to	rise	above	the	gap.	Finally,	
while	the	majority	plan	to	retrain	the	existing	
employees,	over	4	in	10	will	turn	to	hiring	for
covering	the	missing	skill	sets.	

The	data	centered	around	the	missing	skills	
unveiled	that	the	majority	of	HR	managers	is	
already	trying	to	solve	the	issue,	as	only	9%	of	
companies	facing	a	skills	gap	don’t	have	a	plan	
for	overcoming	it.	

THE	LO O MIN G	SK ILL S 	GAP
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3. How AI is reshaping  
     the workplace: Bold      
     promises, daunting 
     challenges
Generative	AI	has	the	potential	to	automate	

work	activities	that	absorb	60 to 70	percent	of	
employees’	time	today.	However,	on	the	oppo-
site	side	of	this	big	promise	of	flawless	precision	

and	productivity,	there	are	voices	expressing 

ethical concerns	and	warning	of	rising dangers.	
Will	AI	manage	to	soothe	concerns,	overcome	
obstacles,	and	deliver	on	soaring	expectations?	
That	remains	to	be	seen.	

This	dual	sentiment	is	at	odds	with	the
TalentLMS	research	data.	The	overall	view	
appears	to	be	positive,	although	the	data	did	
reveal	some	mixed	views	on	AI’s	impact	o
	the	workplace.	

Propelling the workplace 
AI	holds	great	promise	when	it	comes	to	auto-
mating	workflow,	assisting	with	tasks,	autom-
atizing	routine	processes,	and	improving	pro-
ductivity	and	efficiency.	In	particular,	62%	of	
HR	managers	agree	that	AI	will	help	employees	
with	repetitive	tasks,	allowing	them	to	focus	
on	more	strategic	and	creative	work.	And	the	
majority	(57%)	agree	that	upskilling	employees	
for	the	AI-driven	future	will	boost	overall	pro-
ductivity.	Through	this	lens,	AI	looks	like	a	trusty	
sidekick	at	work.

When	it	comes	to	employers,	it	seems	they’ll	
benefit	widely	from	AI,	using	it	to	propel	their	
companies	into	the	future	successfully:	64%	
of	HR	managers	said	that	AI	helps	employ-
ers	in	navigating	changes	and	preparing	for	a	
tech-driven	future.

Employees caught between
anxiety and urgency
On	the	other	side	of	the	AI	coin,	employees	in-
creasingly	worry	that	AI	will	take	over	their	jobs,	
and	feel	pressured	to	keep	up.	Specifically,	AI-driv-
en	urgency	to	develop	new	skills	is	increasing	
employee	stress,	56%	of	HR	managers	agreed.	
Additionally,	58%	say	AI	is	increasing	job	insecurity	
among	employees.	These	findings	are	offering	
new	insights	into	the	negative	side	of	AI	adoption.	

Generational AI gap
Further,	AI	impacts	different	generations	vary-
ingly,	with	65%	of	HR	pros	foreseeing	younger	
employees	will	shift	to	digital	skills	and	roles,	
in	order	to	adjust	to	the	AI-driven	future.	Con-
versely,	older	generations	will	feel	less	confident	
at	work	compared	to	their	younger	coworkers	
because	of	AI,	58%	of	HR	managers	agree.

PC Mag’s research	is	at	odds	with	these	find-
ings,	highlighting	that	older	workers	worry	more	
about	the	AI	disruption,	while	younger	employ-
ees	are	relatively	excited	to	use	AI	at	work.

H OW	A I 	 I S 	RESHAPIN G	THE	WO RK PL ACE

https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/mckinsey/business%20functions/mckinsey%20digital/our%20insights/the%20economic%20potential%20of%20generative%20ai%20the%20next%20productivity%20frontier/the-economic-potential-of-generative-ai-the-next-productivity-frontier-vf.pdf
https://www.techtarget.com/searchenterpriseai/tip/Generative-AI-ethics-8-biggest-concerns
https://www.techtarget.com/searchenterpriseai/tip/Generative-AI-ethics-8-biggest-concerns
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/05/01/technology/ai-problems-danger-chatgpt.html
https://www.pcmag.com/news/the-ai-generation-gap-millennials-embrace-ai-boomers-are-skeptical#:~:text=These%20extended%20work%2Dlife%20horizons,in%20the%20near%20term%2C%20too
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4. Rocking the AI future with L&D:
     Unlocking new skillsets, toolsets, and mindsets
Learning	and	development	can	play	a	key	role	in	unlocking	the	potential	and	value	of	AI.	Along	with	
widening	and	updating	the	skills	repertoire,	L&D	programs	can	guide	employees	in	building	new	tool-
sets	for	streamlining	tasks	and	responsibilities,	making	it	possible	to	shift	their	focus	from	tasks	to	
objectives,	and	from	hands-on	to	tactical.		

HR	is	recognizing	these	potentials,	with	the	vast	majority	of	surveyed	HR	managers	(85%)	planning some 
kind of L&D investment	for	training	employees	on	AI.	In	the	following	section,	we’ll	dive	deeper	into	
where	these	investments	will	go.

L&D budget needs are on the rise because of AI 
In	light	of	AI	adoption	in	the	workplace,	54%	of	HR	managers	find	that	allocating	a	budget	for	AI	training	
is	important.	As	for	where	this	budget	is	directed,	the	graph	below	shows	which	AI	training	investments	
are	forthcoming.	The	data	also	uncovered	a	minority	of	15%	of	respondents	who	are	not	planning	any	
L&D	investments.

RO CK IN G	THE	A I 	FU T U RE	WITH	L & D
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Investing	in	online	courses	is	the	#1	priority,	with	close	to	half	of	HR	managers	planning	to	allocate	a	
budget	for	them.	Face-to-face	training	and	live	events	(44%)	are	next,	followed	by	workshops	and	

webinars	(40%).	Moving	on,	35%	of	HR	execs	plan	to	get	an	online platform to train employees	on	AI.	
Finally,	34%	will	invest	in	hiring	external	trainers,	consultants,	or	subject	matter	experts,	and	21%	will	rely	
on	company-sponsored	scholarships.	

In	the	last	section	of	the	report,	we’ll	see	that	for	a	successful	transition	into	the	AI	future,	HR	execu-
tives	plan	to	double	down	on	learning	and	development.

Upskilling and reskilling for easing the transition
Artificial	intelligence	and	other	frontier	technologies	are	rapidly	changing	skill	needs	and	occupational	
roles.	To	meet	the	new	needs,	organizations	can	roll	out	initiatives	for	developing	new	competencies	
across	departments	and	teams,	and	deliver	them	through	upskilling	and	reskilling.

Over	6	in	10	HR	managers	find	upskilling	and	reskilling	of	employees	important	in	light	of	AI	adoption	in	
the	workplace,	as	seen	in	the	figure	above.	Learning	more	advanced	skills	for	the	existing	career	path	
(upskilling),	or	developing	new	competencies	for	a	different	role	(reskilling),	can	help	employees	re-
spond	to	changing	demands.	What’s	more,	companies	can	leverage	them	for	easing	the	transition	of	
employees	and	supporting	their	adoption	to	the	new	world	of	work.	

Retraining	existing	employees	through	upskilling	and	reskilling	is	a	backbone	of	a	successful	L&D	strat-
egy,	which	drives	organizations	forward	through	an	ongoing	infusion	of	new	skills	into	the	workforce.	
Ongoing	upskilling	and	reskilling	helps	organizations	remain	relevant	and	future-ready,	with	63	%	of	HR	
managers	agreeing	that	it	has	become	critical	because	of	AI.

RO CK IN G	THE	A I 	FU T U RE	WITH	L & D

https://www.talentlms.com/solutions/employee-training-software
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Implementing AI in training: Promising potential, lingering obstacles
While	implementing	AI	in	training	is	still	in	the	early	stages,	AI’s	capability	to	speed	up	and	automate	
the	creation	of	training	content	holds	a	great	potential.	However,	despite	the	potential	benefits,	there	
are	lingering	issues	to	resolve	before	rampantly	putting	AI	in	use	for	creating	learning	content.	
Let’s	see	what	the	surveyed	HR	managers	think	the	main	holdbacks	are.	

Regulation and data privacy	tops	the	list,	underlining	a	more	general	AI	concern.	How	will	different	
authorities	react	to	growing	concerns,	and	potential	pressure	for	regulation,	remains	to	be	seen.	

Accuracy of information	in	training	content	is	the	next	obstacle,	which	likely	has	to	do	with	generative	
AI,	and	cases	of	inaccurate	responses	and	flawed	content.	Next,	the	respondents	voted	AI	skepticism	
and	AI	phobia	as	a	barrier	to	training—the	latter	defined	as	an	exaggerated	fear	of	artificial	intelligence.		

Finally,	algorithmic bias-describing	systematic	and	repeatable	errors	that	create	unfair	outcomes,	
such	as	privileging	one	arbitrary	group	of	users	over	others	may	also	hinder	the	implementation	of	AI
in	workplace	learning.

Training employees to use AI tools
The	previous	section	explored	the	roadblocks	on	the	way	of	implementing	AI	in	training	initiatives	
across	the	board.	Now,	when	it	comes	to	AI-specific	training—educating	employees	on	how	to	use	AI	
tools—the	majority	of	HR	pros	agree	on	its	importance:	63%	find	it	important	to	train	employees	on	AI.	

To	meet	this	need,	and	help	their	workforce	understand	the	new	technology,	employers	can	offer	

courses on learning about AI.	Training	employees	on	how	to	use	AI	will	help	them	keep	up	with
developments.	

RO CK IN G	THE	A I 	FU T U RE	WITH	L & D

https://www.talentlms.com/library/collection/artificial-intelligence-essentials/
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Setting the groundwork: Company-wide AI policy
Before	enthusiastically	jumping	on	the	AI	bandwagon,	basic	groundwork	needs	to	be	set	on	an	organi-
zational	level.	That	starts	with	a	clear	AI	policy.	Organizations	should	be	specific	on	how	their	employ-
ees	should,	and	should	not,	use	AI	at	work.	This	was	the	top	pick	on	the	list,	whereas	45%	of	HR	manag-
ers	say	companies	should	lay	out	a	clear	AI	policy	to	successfully	transition	into	an	AI-driven	future.

5. Blueprint for the successful transition
     into the AI-driven future
In	prepping	for	the	unknown	future,	organizations	should	remain	agile	and	flexible.	Old	structures	that	
worked	in	the	pre-AI	world	may	be	challenged,	as	new	practices	emerge.	With	many	variables	still	re-
maining	unknown,	the	TalentLMS	research	garnered	invaluable	insights	for	a	successful	transition	into	
the	AI-powered	future.	The	following	section	expands	on	research	insights,	transplanting	them	into	
actionable	advice	and	strategies	for	organizations.

B LU EPR INT	FO R	THE	SU CCES SFU L	TR AN S IT I O N	 INTO	THE	A I - D R IVEN	FU T U RE
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Preparing for a blended work-
force of people and algorithms 
The	ability	to	learn,	apply	the	acquired	knowl-
edge,	and	navigate	complex	data	is	no	longer	
exclusive	to	humans.	We	have	found	a	way	to	
instill	our	intelligence	into	other	systems,	creat-
ing	its	artificial	representation.

This	resulted	in	intelligent	algorithms	spreading	
through	various	domains	like	wildfire,	with	gen-
erative	AI	being	widely	embraced	and	admired	
for	its	ability	to	provide	seemingly	unlimited	
knowledge	on-demand,	and	in	a	snap.	The	
upcoming	challenge	is	integrating	this	digital	
brainpower	with	human	capabilities	successful-
ly,	creating	a	blended	workforce	of	humans	and	
algorithms.	Starting	to	work	toward	this	inte-
gration	might	be	a	smart	choice,	with	41%	of	HR	
managers	saying	that	companies	should	pre-
pare	for	a	blended	workforce	of	employees	and	
AI,	to	get	ahead	of	the	current	transition.

Doubling down on L&D
Across	the	research,	we’ve	seen	data	on	com-
panies	prioritizing	L&D	as	AI	takes	hold.	For	over	
a	third	of	HR	managers,	having	a	thorough	L&D	
strategy	with	upskilling,	reskilling,	and	training	
initiatives	across	departments	is	needed	for	a	
smooth	shift	into	the	AI-guided	future.	HR	exec-
utives	seem	to	plan	to	double	down	on	learning	
and	development,	to	equip	the	workforce	with	
new,	needed	skills	and	competencies.	

A	contributing	factor	to	prioritizing	L&D	may	
be	the	looming	skills	gap—which	remains	top	
of	mind	for	HR	pros,	as	36%	think	that	having	a	
strategy	for	overcoming	it	is	important,	to	suc-
ceed	in	adapting	for	the	future.

Developing a framework for skills 
assessment
For	upskilling	and	reskilling	initiatives	to	hit	the	
spot,	companies	should	approach	these	stra-
tegically,	and	rely	on	data	to	make	decisions.	
Along	with	defining	which	competency	domains	
and	skills	the	programs	will	target,	developing	
a	framework	for	gauging	the	level	of	existing	
proficiency	is	foundational.	Close	to	a	third	of	
HR	pros	think	this	is	an	important	step	for	suc-
cessfully	navigating	the	changes.

Since	the	workforce’s	skill	proficiency	underpins	
the	whole	skill-building	strategy,	we	included	
in	the	report	ready-to-use	templates	to	help	
training,	L&D,	and	HR	professionals	develop	
their	own	assessment	framework.	The	templates	
are	designed	to	evaluate	the	competency	level	
of	the	top-voted	four	skills,	one	from	each	skill	
cluster.	You	can	find	them	in	the	last	section	of	
this	report.

Updating talent strategy:
Shift to a skills-driven approach
Organizations	that	adopt	a	skills-based	approach	
are	achieving	better	business	results	than	those	

with	job-based	practices,	according	to	Deloitte. 
They	outperform	in	critical	domains,	such	as	
retaining	high	performers,	innovating,	improving	
processes,	and	organizational	agility.

Our	research	mirrors	the	notion	that	shifting	
talent	strategy	toward	a	skills-driven	approach	
may	be	gaining	more	traction.	Updating	tal-
ent	management	practices,	along	with	leaving	
behind	the	traditional	job-driven	approach,	is	
considered	important	for	around	a	third	of	sur-
veyed	HR	executives.	With	frontier	tech	evolving	
rapidly	and	wrecking	existing	structures,	a	more	
flexible	approach	is	needed.	In	the	near	future,	
we	may	be	seeing	more	companies	replacing	
job	titles	and	requirements	with	clustered	skill	
collections.

B LU EPR INT	FO R	THE	SU CCES SFU L	TR AN S IT I O N	 INTO	THE	A I - D R IVEN	FU T U RE

https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/topics/talent/organizational-skill-based-hiring.html
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AI adoption as a competitive
advantage
Finally,	1	in	4	HR	pros	said	that,	to	successfully	
transition	into	an	AI-driven	future,	companies	
should	accelerate	AI	adoption.	Once	a	com-
pany-wide	AI	policy	is	official,	the	next	step	in	
making	the	most	from	AI	can	be	a	playbook	with	
various	use	cases	and	tools,	showing	how	to	use	AI	
to	optimize	the	workflow,	ease	the	workload,	and	
consequently	improve	results.	

Now	that	AI	technology	and	its	immense	possi-
bilities	are	widely	recognized,	a	race	for	adoption	
across	domains	has	begun.	The	velocity	of	this	
adoption	may	provide	a	competitive	advantage	
to	the	organizations	that	get	there	first.	

Conclusion
Drawing	from	the	top-voted	skills	from	the	examined	skill	clusters,	here’s	a	portrayal	of	
an	invaluable	employee	for	the	AI-driven	future:	They are a person with an agile mind-
set, who listens more than they talk, and knows how to solve problems—while being 
highly proficient in the usage of AI tools. Nurturing	such	employee	profiles	from	within	
your	organization,	and	developing	their	potential,	can	be	strategic	leverage
in	the	fast-changing	environment.

Concluding,	here’s	a	way	to	think	about	making	the	most	out	of	AI	in	a	business	context:
AI	has	tasks.	People	have	goals	and	objectives.	Leveraging	AI	in	doing	tasks	that’ll
enable	people	to	focus	on	what	really	matters,	can	form	a	strategic	alliance	between	
organic	and	artificial	intelligence.	That	alliance	can	release	the	hindered	potential
of	employees,	and	propel	organization-wide	growth.

B LU EPR INT	FO R	THE	SU CCES SFU L	TR AN S IT I O N	 INTO	THE	A I - D R IVEN	FU T U RE
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AB O U T	THE	RESE ARCH

Research by TalentLMS

TalentLMS’	 original	 research	 uncovers	 the	 latest	 trends	 on	 workplace	 learning, in-
demand	skills,	and	the	future	of	work.	It	 is	frequently	cited	in	credible	and	influential	
tech	and	business	publications	across	the	globe.

About this research
The	survey	was	conducted	online	among	309	HR
managers	from	different	industries	across	the	U.S.
The	survey	ran	from	June	10	to	June	19,	2023.	

Company	size	of	surveyed	HR	managers:	
1-50: 77 | 51-250: 85 | 251-500: 39 | 501-1,000:	36	|
1,001-5,000:	36	| >5,000: 31 | Prefer not to say: 5

Gender	breakdown: Female	(62%)	| Male	(38%)

Age	groups	breakdown: 18 - 24	(16%)	| 25 - 34 (31%)	|
35 - 44	(27%)	| 45 - 54	(15%)	| > 54	(11%)

Research team
Ana	Casic,	Christina	Pavlou,	Giota	Gavala
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FR AME WO RK	FO R	A S SES S IN G	EMPLOYEES	 IN 	4 	K E Y	SK ILL S

What’s included and why
For	each	of	the	four	skills	we’ve	identified,
you’ll	find	a	template	that	includes:

• An employee skills gap questionnaire 
to	identify	skills	gaps	on	an	individual	level

• A team skills gap questionnaire	to	work	out	
where	it’s	more	efficient	to	implement 
team-wide	training

• Written assessments*	to	dig	deeper	into 
specific	competencies

• Employee self-assessments to get an 
employee’s	perspective	on	their	ability 
and	knowledge

How to input and analyze the data
To	help	you	navigate	the	process,	there	are
also	step-by-step	guides	for	each	of	the
following	stages:

• Gathering data	and	completing 
the	questionnaires

• Conducting	written	and	self-assessments

• Evaluating	the	data

• Identifying	individual	and	team-wide 
skills gaps

Plus,	tips	to	get	the	most	out	of	your
skills	gap	analysis.

Skills gap resources
Framework	for	assessing	employees

in 4 key skills

Templates, tips, and assessments

This	framework	for	measuring	skills	gaps	in	your	organization	is	designed	to	help	you	assess 
your workforce’s proficiency	in	the	four	key	areas:	using	AI	tools,	active	listening,	problem-
solving,		adaptability	and	agility.	By	identifying	gaps	in	knowledge	and	competence,	you	can	
provide targeted training	to	meet	current	and	future	needs.	You	can	develop	and	upskill 
employees.	And	you	can	help	grow	more	resilient, robust, productive, and	efficient teams.  

*Our	written	assessments	evaluate	the	ability	to	use	AI	tools	and	how	employees	approach	problem-solving.	
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AI tools
“Digital skills will be important in a new workplace shaped by AI and automation, 

65% of surveyed HR managers think. And using AI tools is the top-ranked digital skill. 
This ability includes a wide spectrum of use cases, including navigation of AI-pow-
ered systems, familiarity with AI interfaces, and usage of game-changing genera-
tive AI.  Proficiency in using AI tools is expected to unlock tremendous possibilities in 
lifting productivity and efficiency, driving innovation, refining the decision-making 

process, and much more.”  

“Skills for success in the AI-driven future”  -  TalentLMS report 2023

Download your ‘AI tools’ skills gap templates

Problem-solving
“Every disruption that drives us forward creates a new set of challenges along the 
way. Artificial intelligence is not an exception, and its benefits go side-by-side with 

roadblocks. That may be one of the reasons why problem-solving is voted a key 
cognitive skill by surveyed HR leaders. As fast-evolving technology brings new com-
plexity and challenges into the workplace, problem solvers who can design solutions 
and simplify this overwhelming complexity will be highly prized.  Problem-solving in-
volves both analytical and creative thinking, with the latter being featured second 

on the list of cognitive skills prioritized by HR pros.” 

“Skills for success in the AI-driven future”  -  TalentLMS report 2023

Download your ‘Problem-solving’ skills gap templates

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1nzDm8e_tJAN1K1FodukYc9p7KH_pk9yNbiuGgCtbojw/edit#gid=502017945
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ouoNK5wiyIGpKofJ2AIWdF98MbPam4gY6IG-y4G078s/edit#gid=502017945
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Active listening
“Online and offline, we’re surrounded by constant chatter, instant reactions, and

an endless stream of words and opinions. But talking loudly does not mask the lack 
of thoughtfulness and skills. Data from our research reflect this, as the key interper-
sonal skill voted by HR managers is the ability to listen. Talking is just one aspect of 

communication, and yet it dominates the related conversation. The more subtle skill 
of listening often gets lost in the shuffle, despite its importance. Attentive listening 
builds bonds of understanding between people, leading to an environment of trust 

and respect, enriched with diverse viewpoints. An open mind and receptiveness 
are the building blocks of this skill, along with a focus on understanding people and 

situations before responding. Organizations that are developing this skill can benefit 
from it on multiple fronts, from having exceptional teamwork and smooth workflows, 

to building synergistic cultures and meaningful workplaces.”

“Skills for success in the AI-driven future”  -  TalentLMS report 2023

Download your ‘Active listening’ skills gap templates

Adaptability and agility
“From the early days of the human species to today’s high-tech civilization, what 

kept us alive and helped us thrive was the ability to adapt to new circumstances. 
This adjustment to an ever-changing environment, crucial to our survival and suc-
cess, is a skill that stretches throughout millennia, remaining equally important. In 

our research, it unsurprisingly ranked at the top of the list of self-management skills.”  

“Skills for success in the AI-driven future”  -  TalentLMS report 2023

Download your ‘Adaptability and agility’ skills gap templates

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1SvrVN_E9ewui1qY5DKQpw8DASp3vQtjGi16JmZTAs_Q/edit#gid=502017945
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1QJgLGHw6WiSdZn7WoqmQUzRdtN50ha4IvvT5Y7D9i9o/edit#gid=502017945
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Employee skills gap questionnaire:
Step-by-step guide

1.  Open	the	relevant	skills gap	spreadsheet:

 AI tools  |  Problem-solving  |  Active listening  |  Adaptability and agility

2.  Go	to	the	Employee skills gap	tab:

 AI tools  |  Problem-solving  |  Active listening  |  Adaptability and agility

3.  Rate	each	employee	against	each	of	the	statements.
  • These	statements	represent	competencies	linked	to	the	main	skill	being	assessed

4.  Use a scoring system	of	1	to	5	to	evaluate	each	employee’s	level	of	competency.
	 1	=	Employee	hasn’t	developed	this	skill	/	Employee	doesn’t	use	this	skill
	 5	=	Employee	is	an	expert	at	this	skill	/	Employee	regularly	uses	this	skill	

5.  Calculate	the	average score	for	each	statement.
  • This	is	used	as	a	benchmark	to	identify skills gaps.	You	can,	of	course,	override	this	and		 	
	 	 	 manually	apply	your	own	benchmark	if	you	want	to	set	the	standard	higher	or	lower

6.  Compare	each	employee’s	individual	score	with	the	average	score	for	each	question.	

7.  Using	this	info,	assign	a	red	or	green	color	to	each	cell.	
	 Green	=	Meets	(Employee	has	little	or	no	skills	gaps	compared	to	the	team)
	 Red	=	Missing	(Employee	has	skills	gaps	compared	to	the	team)

8.  Where	there	are	skills	gaps	highlighted	(red	cells),	suggest	recommended training
	 or	follow-up	actions.	
  • This	could	be	a	formal	training	course,	informal	coaching	or	mentoring,
	 	 	 or	tasks	relate	to	specific	skills
  • If	there’s	additional	information	or	context	that	needs	to	be	considered,
	 	 	 add	a	comment	to	reference	this

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1nzDm8e_tJAN1K1FodukYc9p7KH_pk9yNbiuGgCtbojw/edit#gid=502017945
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ouoNK5wiyIGpKofJ2AIWdF98MbPam4gY6IG-y4G078s/edit#gid=502017945
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1SvrVN_E9ewui1qY5DKQpw8DASp3vQtjGi16JmZTAs_Q/edit#gid=502017945
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1QJgLGHw6WiSdZn7WoqmQUzRdtN50ha4IvvT5Y7D9i9o/edit#gid=502017945
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1nzDm8e_tJAN1K1FodukYc9p7KH_pk9yNbiuGgCtbojw/edit#gid=580140883
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ouoNK5wiyIGpKofJ2AIWdF98MbPam4gY6IG-y4G078s/edit#gid=994985456
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1SvrVN_E9ewui1qY5DKQpw8DASp3vQtjGi16JmZTAs_Q/edit#gid=402634478
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1QJgLGHw6WiSdZn7WoqmQUzRdtN50ha4IvvT5Y7D9i9o/edit#gid=682345365
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Team skills gap questionnaire:
Step-by-step guide

1.  Open	the	relevant	skills gap	spreadsheet:

 AI tools  |  Problem-solving  |  Active listening  |  Adaptability and agility

2.  Go	to	the	Team skills gap	tab:

 AI tools  |  Problem-solving  |  Active listening  |  Adaptability and agility

3.  For	each	question,	input	a 1 - 5 rating	that	indicates	your	desired	team-wide	score.	
	 1	=	No	knowledge/expertise	at	all
	 5	=	Exceptionally	high	level	of	knowledge/expertise

4.  For	each	question,	input	the	average	(current)	score	from	the	Employee skills gap	tab:

 AI tools  |  Problem-solving  |  Active listening  |  Adaptability and agility

5.  Compare	the	current	score	and	desired	score	to	identify	any team-wide skills gaps.

6.  Assign	a	red	or	green	color	to	each	cell	in	the	‘Current score’	column.	
	 Green	=	Meets	(team	has	little	or	no	skills	gaps	and	does	not	require	training)
	 Red	=	Missing	(team	has	skills	gaps	and	requires	training)

7.  Where	there	are	team-wide	skills	gaps	highlighted	(red	cells),	suggest recommended
 training	or	follow-up	actions.	
  • This	could	be	a	mandatory	eLearning	training	course	or	mandatory
	 	 	 instructor-led	training	sessions
  • If	there’s	additional	information	or	context	that	needs	to	be	considered,
	 	 	 add	a	comment	to	reference	this

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1nzDm8e_tJAN1K1FodukYc9p7KH_pk9yNbiuGgCtbojw/edit#gid=502017945
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ouoNK5wiyIGpKofJ2AIWdF98MbPam4gY6IG-y4G078s/edit#gid=502017945
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1SvrVN_E9ewui1qY5DKQpw8DASp3vQtjGi16JmZTAs_Q/edit#gid=502017945
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1QJgLGHw6WiSdZn7WoqmQUzRdtN50ha4IvvT5Y7D9i9o/edit#gid=502017945
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1nzDm8e_tJAN1K1FodukYc9p7KH_pk9yNbiuGgCtbojw/edit#gid=1938953721
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ouoNK5wiyIGpKofJ2AIWdF98MbPam4gY6IG-y4G078s/edit#gid=1938953721
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1SvrVN_E9ewui1qY5DKQpw8DASp3vQtjGi16JmZTAs_Q/edit#gid=1938953721
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1QJgLGHw6WiSdZn7WoqmQUzRdtN50ha4IvvT5Y7D9i9o/edit#gid=1938953721
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1nzDm8e_tJAN1K1FodukYc9p7KH_pk9yNbiuGgCtbojw/edit#gid=502017945
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ouoNK5wiyIGpKofJ2AIWdF98MbPam4gY6IG-y4G078s/edit#gid=502017945
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1SvrVN_E9ewui1qY5DKQpw8DASp3vQtjGi16JmZTAs_Q/edit#gid=502017945
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1QJgLGHw6WiSdZn7WoqmQUzRdtN50ha4IvvT5Y7D9i9o/edit#gid=502017945
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Employee self-assessment questionnaire:
Step-by-step guide

1.  Open	the	relevant	skills gap	spreadsheet:

 AI tools  |  Problem-solving  |  Active listening  |  Adaptability and agility

2.  Go	to	the	‘Employee self-assessment’	tab:

 AI tools  |  Problem-solving  |  Active listening  |  Adaptability and agility

3.  Ask	each	employee	to	rate	themselves	against	each	of	the	statements.
  • These	statements	represent	competencies	linked	to	the	main	skill	being	assessed

4.  Each	employee	should	use	a	scoring system of 1 to 5	(1	=	Strongly	disagree	|	5	=	Strongly	agree	)

5.  Copy	this	data	(statements	and	scores)	into	the	relevant	‘Employee skills gap’	tab:

 AI tools  |  Problem-solving  |  Active listening  |  Adaptability and agility

6.  Calculate	the	average	score	for	each	statement.
  • This	is	used	as	a	benchmark	to	identify	skills	gaps.	You	can,	of	course,	override	this
	 	 	 and	manually	apply	your	own	benchmark	if	you	want	to	set	the	standard	higher	or	lower

7.  Compare	each	employee’s	individual	score	with	the	average	score	for	each	question.	

8.  Using	this	info,	assign	a	red	or	green	color	to	each	cell.	
	 Green	=	Meets	(Employee	has	little	or	no	skills	gaps	compared	to	the	team)
	 Red	=	Missing	(Employee	has	skills	gaps	compared	to	the	team)

9.  Where	there	are	skills	gaps	highlighted	(red	cells),	suggest	recommended training
	 or	follow-up	actions.	
  • This	could	be	a	formal	training	course,	informal	coaching	or	mentoring,
	 	 	 or	tasks	related	to	specific	skills
  • If	there’s	additional	information	or	context	that	needs	to	be	considered,
	 	 	 add	a	comment	to	reference	this

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1nzDm8e_tJAN1K1FodukYc9p7KH_pk9yNbiuGgCtbojw/edit#gid=502017945
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ouoNK5wiyIGpKofJ2AIWdF98MbPam4gY6IG-y4G078s/edit#gid=502017945
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1SvrVN_E9ewui1qY5DKQpw8DASp3vQtjGi16JmZTAs_Q/edit#gid=502017945
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1QJgLGHw6WiSdZn7WoqmQUzRdtN50ha4IvvT5Y7D9i9o/edit#gid=502017945
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1nzDm8e_tJAN1K1FodukYc9p7KH_pk9yNbiuGgCtbojw/edit#gid=580140883
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ouoNK5wiyIGpKofJ2AIWdF98MbPam4gY6IG-y4G078s/edit#gid=994985456
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1SvrVN_E9ewui1qY5DKQpw8DASp3vQtjGi16JmZTAs_Q/edit#gid=402634478
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1QJgLGHw6WiSdZn7WoqmQUzRdtN50ha4IvvT5Y7D9i9o/edit#gid=682345365
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1nzDm8e_tJAN1K1FodukYc9p7KH_pk9yNbiuGgCtbojw/edit#gid=502017945
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ouoNK5wiyIGpKofJ2AIWdF98MbPam4gY6IG-y4G078s/edit#gid=502017945
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1SvrVN_E9ewui1qY5DKQpw8DASp3vQtjGi16JmZTAs_Q/edit#gid=502017945
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1QJgLGHw6WiSdZn7WoqmQUzRdtN50ha4IvvT5Y7D9i9o/edit#gid=502017945
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Employee written assessment (Employee skills gap):
Step-by-step guide

1.  Open	the	relevant	skills gap	spreadsheet:

 AI tools  |  Problem-solving 

2.  Go	to	the	‘Employee written assessment’	tab:

 AI tools  |  Problem-solving

3.  Ask	each	employee	to	complete	the	written	assessment.

4.  Score	the	assessment	out of 5	based	on	the	checklist	criteria	provided.

5.  Go	to	the	‘Written assessment: Employee skills gap’	tab:

 AI tools  |  Problem-solving 

6.  Input	the	total	score	for	each	employee	in	the	‘Assessment score’	column.

7.  Calculate	the	average	score	for	the	assessment.
  • This	is	used	as	a	benchmark	to	identify	skills	gaps.	You	can,	of	course,
	 	 	 override	this	and	manually	apply	your	own	benchmark	if	you	want	to	set
	 	 	 the	standard	higher	or	lower

9.  Compare	each	employee’s	individual	score	with	the	average	score	for	the	assessment.	

9.  Using	this	info,	assign	a	red	or	green	color	to	each	employee’s	score.	
	 Green	=	Meets	(Employee	has	little	or	no	skills	gaps	compared	to	the	team)
	 Red	=	Missing	(Employee	has	skills	gaps	compared	to	the	team)

10. Where	there	are	skills	gaps	highlighted	(red	cells),	suggest	recommended training
	 	or	follow-up	actions.	
  • This	could	be	a	formal	training	course,	informal	coaching	or	mentoring,
	 	 	 or	tasks	related	to	specific	skills
  • If	there’s	additional	information	or	context	that	needs	to	be	considered,
	 	 	 add	a	comment	to	reference	this

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1nzDm8e_tJAN1K1FodukYc9p7KH_pk9yNbiuGgCtbojw/edit#gid=502017945
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ouoNK5wiyIGpKofJ2AIWdF98MbPam4gY6IG-y4G078s/edit#gid=502017945
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1nzDm8e_tJAN1K1FodukYc9p7KH_pk9yNbiuGgCtbojw/edit#gid=549112418
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ouoNK5wiyIGpKofJ2AIWdF98MbPam4gY6IG-y4G078s/edit#gid=1976653744
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1nzDm8e_tJAN1K1FodukYc9p7KH_pk9yNbiuGgCtbojw/edit#gid=1244714594
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ouoNK5wiyIGpKofJ2AIWdF98MbPam4gY6IG-y4G078s/edit#gid=1169246430
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Employee written assessment (Team skills gap):
Step-by-step guide

1.  Open	the	relevant	skills gap	spreadsheet:

 AI tools  |  Problem-solving 

2.  Go	to	the	‘Written assessment: Team skills gap’	tab:

 AI tools  |  Problem-solving

3.  Input	a 1 - 5 rating	that	indicates	your	desired	team-wide	score	for	the	assessment.	
	 1	=	No	knowledge/expertise	at	all
	 5	=	Exceptionally	high	level	of	knowledge/expertise

4.  Input	the	average	(current)	score	from	the	‘Written assessment: Employee skills gap’	tab:

 AI tools  |  Problem-solving 

5.  Compare	the	current	score	and	desired	score	to	identify	any	team-wide	skills	gaps.

6.  Assign	a	red	or	green	color	to	the	cell	in	the	‘Current score’	column.	
	 Green	=	Meets	(team	has	little	or	no	skills	gaps	and	does	not	require	training)
	 Red	=	Missing	(team	has	skills	gaps	and	requires	training)

7.  Where	is	a	team-wide	skills	gap	highlighted	(red	cell),	suggest	recommended
 training	or	follow-up	actions.	
  • This	could	be	a	mandatory	eLearning	training	course	or	mandatory
	 	 	 instructor-led	training	sessions
  • If	there’s	additional	information	or	context	that	needs	to	be	considered,
	 	 	 add	a	comment	to	reference	this

Tips

• Repeat	the	evaluation	and	assessments	at	regular	intervals	to	assess	progress. 
Use	previous	scores	as	a	benchmark. 

• Compare	results	across	different	teams	to	identify	patterns. 

• Vary	the	level	of	training	depending	on	the	score.	For	example,	for	employees	with 
a	very	low	score	[1-2]	provide	basic,	introductory	training.	For	employees	with	an	average 
or	medium	score	[2-3]	opt	for	a	more	advanced	course. 

• A	manager	usually	completes	this	assessment.	But	a	self-assessment	may	be	considered 
more	appropriate/accurate.	If	so,	ask	the	employee	to	complete	an	‘Employee 
self-assessment	questionnaire.’	Then	copy	the	relevant	data	over	to	the		‘Employee	skills 
gap’	tab.	(Remember	to	update	the	statements	too.)

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1nzDm8e_tJAN1K1FodukYc9p7KH_pk9yNbiuGgCtbojw/edit#gid=502017945
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ouoNK5wiyIGpKofJ2AIWdF98MbPam4gY6IG-y4G078s/edit#gid=502017945
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1nzDm8e_tJAN1K1FodukYc9p7KH_pk9yNbiuGgCtbojw/edit#gid=1551755920
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ouoNK5wiyIGpKofJ2AIWdF98MbPam4gY6IG-y4G078s/edit#gid=1552755398
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1nzDm8e_tJAN1K1FodukYc9p7KH_pk9yNbiuGgCtbojw/edit#gid=1244714594
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ouoNK5wiyIGpKofJ2AIWdF98MbPam4gY6IG-y4G078s/edit#gid=1169246430
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About	TalentLMS
TalentLMS	is	the	LMS	built	for	success,	enabling	organizations	

to	create	a	culture	of	continuous	learning	by	delivering	
training	designed	with	adoption	in	mind.	With	an	experience	
that’s	fully	customizable,	easy	to	manage,	and	a	joy	to	use,	

teams	embrace	training	while	feeling	right	at	home.

Prep your organization
for the AI-driven future.

Upskill	your	people	with	TalentLMS.	

Easy	to	set	up,	easy	to	use,	easy	to	customize.

Get started

https://www.talentlms.com/create/aff:report-ai-skills

